
A
Analyse

In the analysis phase, we meticulously examine the data
col lected, identifying patterns and opportunit ies that lay the
foundation for our AI Col leagues. Through this careful
analysis,  we gain valuable insights, enabl ing us to al ign our
solutions with the specif ic requirements of diverse CITIES .

P
Propose

With a comprehensive understanding in place, we move to
the propose stage, where innovative ideas and AI-driven
concepts are crafted. We propose tai lored solutions that
address the unique demands of our cl ients, ensuring that
every aspect of the AI Col league al igns with the predefined
goals.

P
Plan

Planning is the backbone of our methodology. We develop
detai led plans outl ining the implementation strategies, task
distr ibutions, and project t imel ines. This meticulous planning
ensures a structured and streamlined development process,
paving the way for eff icient execution.

E
Execute

The execution phase brings our plans to l i fe.  Through careful
implementation and r igorous testing, we develop AI
Col leagues that not only meet but exceed the defined CITIES
requirements. We focus on precision, ensuring that our
solutions are robust,  responsive, and user-fr iendly.

R
Refine

Our commitment to excel lence doesn't stop at execution. We
continuously refine our AI Col leagues, f ine-tuning their
capabi l i t ies based on real-world interactions and user
feedback. This iterative refinement process guarantees that
our solutions remain cutt ing-edge and always in sync with
the evolving needs of our cl ients.

Embracing the RAPPER  methodology, we redefine what's possible with AI
Colleagues, transforming challenges into opportunities and setting new

benchmarks in intelligent collaboration. Join us on this innovative journey,
where Review, Analyse, Propose, Plan, Execute, and Refine converge to create

a future where AI-driven solutions truly make a difference.

TM

We init iate our journey by thoroughly reviewing exist ing
processes, understanding the nuances of our cl ient's needs,
and assessing the chal lenges at hand. This deep dive into
the current landscape sets the stage for informed decision-
making and targeted solutions.

contact@normsun-cpa.com
+852 34272328

www.normsun.com
Unit  2403, Tung Wai Commercial  Bui ld ing,
 109-111 Gloucester Road, Wan Chai,  HK 

R
Review

In the dynamic realm of AI innovation, a strategic approach
is key to craft ing intel l igent solutions that meet the diverse
demands of our cl ients. Enter the RAPPER   methodology, a
proven framework that guides our process, ensuring that AI
Col leagues developed for CITIES   requirements are not just

advanced but transformative.

C=Construct AI Col leagues, I=In-depth Training, T=Tai lor-made Appearance,
I=Integrate Tasks, E=Effort less Deployment,  S=Safeguard Inappropr iateness 

Revolutionising AI Colleagues:
Harnessing R-A-P-P-E-R  Methodology 

for C-I-T-I-E-S  Requirements

Empower Success: Drive Value Creation with
Innovation and Technology

 R-A-P-P-E-R  AI Colleague
Creation Advisory
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Embrace Agil i ty,  Unleash Creativity,  Reach New Horizons.
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